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J. H. FORD, REV. M. C. WELCH., 
W. R. O'NEAL, \V .. G .. PECK, 
REV. MASON NOBLE. 
HENRY HUNTINGTON, Treasurer) \Vinter Park. 
PROF- NATHAN BARRo~rs, Secretary~ "\Vinter Park. 
J. H. FORD, A. M., 
Professor of·Greek and _Ac~ing _Presi4ent,· 
REV.-E. ·P. HOOKER, P. D. 
College ·Pastor._ .- . -
NATHAN BARROWS.,~- M.; M. D., 
Professor of Mathematics. 
.. -.. 
_Sin~ ~is ~a~alogue was . issued, · the ~stees have elected 
Prof. · C. G. FAIRCHILD, A .. - M.
1 
President. 
· -MRS. C. A. ABBOTT, -
Assistant in the Suh-Preparatory Department. 
MISS A¥Y F. DA.LRYMPLE 
Instructor in n ·ra'-\Ting and Painting. 
. • .. .,,. .... 
"MISS KATE DEADERICK, (R-esigned Dec. 23, '92,). .-
· Instructor in Vocal l\lusic. 
MISS IDA F. HUBBARD (From Jan. 5, '93), . 
Instructor in Vocal l\.1usic. 
MRS. ~O~F;RTA H. INGRAHAM . __ 
Instructor in Iri~ttu~ental Music. -
. . 
' ' . 
MISS V. M -OSS JONES of -Peabody ·.Conservato_ry., Baltimore, -
Assistant Instructor .in .Music. 
MISS CAROLINE EARNEST ·· · · . . - . . ~ . - . 
·rnstructor in ~locution. 
. .. ' 
J. H . FORD, A. M., Acting President, 
W. R. O'NEAL, Auditor, 
F. w. LYMAN, 
FRANKLIN FAIRBANKS, 
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J. H. FORD, REV. M. C. WELCH, 
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College Pastor~ · _ 
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NATHAN-BARROWS, A. M~, M. D., 
Proressor of ~athematics. 
REV. L. A-- AUSTIN, A. -M., 
· . Professor of Latin. . 
. . 
EVAJ. ROOT · M. S., · 
Instructor in French and Natural Science. 
THOMAS R. BAKER, Ph. D., .. 
Instructor in Chemistry, Physics .and Genna·n. · 
' . 
LANIE E. -CURTIS, 
Principal of Sub-Preparatory ·nep3:rtn1ent. 
· MRS. C. -A. AB.BOT~ .. 
Assistant in the· Suh-Preparatory Depa~tment. · 
,• . 
MISS AMY F .: DA·LRY~M·PLE 
' . 
_. Instructor in ·Dra"':_ing and .Painting. 
MISS ·KATE DEADERICK, ~esigned Dec. 23, '92,) 
Instn1ctor in ·Vocal l\Iu~ic. · . . '.. _ 
MISS IDA F. HUBBARD .(From Jan . . 5 ,-93) ,·-·. 
· Instructor in Vocal Music. 
MRS. RO~ERTA H._ "INGRA.HAM, _· - ._·_.,C .. 
Instructor in Instr1;1niental Musi~. · -. 
MISS V. MOSS JONSS, of Peabody Con5:ezyatory Baltim·ore, 
Assistant Instructor in Mu ic. 
-
MISS C~R0LINE EARNES'I\ 
Instructor in Elocution. 
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M·rss JESSIE D. GRA.SSIE, 
Instructor in Gymnastics and B~k-keeping. 
MISS EV A S. LAMSON 1 
Matron of the Ladies' Hall . .-
MISS LANIE· E. CURTIS, 
Matron of Pinehurst Cottage. 
MRS. C. A. ABBOTT, 
Matron of Lakeside Cottage. 
MISS BELLE CANFIELD, 
Matron of the Dining Hall. 
M. A. HENKEL, M. D., 
Medical Examiner for the Gymnasium . . ·, 
H. HUNTINGTON, .. 
' Treasurer. 
KATE W. PECK and HATTIE A . PECK, recently from Berlin, Ger.:. 




Opens Tu~sday, October 3 , 189.3 , and closes 
Friday, December 22. 
WINTER TERM: 
Opens Tuesday , Jan ll:ary 2 , 1 894, and . closes · 
Friday, March 23. 
SPRING: TERM : 
· Opens Tuesday, April 3 , and closes Thursday, 
May 31 . 
FALL TERM: 
Opens Tuesday, ·October 2 , 1894, · and closes 
Friday, December 21. 
.. . : 
·-
·coI~I-'EClIATE · DEPAR'lM"E ,.I, . . . 
H oker, tu~rt V . . R., 
Johnsoa, ,,r. Hamilton 
Hooker, .Emily G., 
l\ilissildine, Ern st E., 
CLA$SfCAL COURSE . .. 
SENI0R YEAR. 
Jt.: NIOR YEAR. 
SOPHO 10R_E YEAt~. - .. 
·\.\ inter-i>al"k. · 
Orlando. 
. ,vinter--_Par~. 
· . ··\Vi11ter Park.-· 
PREPABATORY -DEPARTME r-:[ .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . 
Flentye, Walter S., 
Ford,_ Ruth C., 
Oldham, Robert .P., 
,~anSickle, C. Howar~, . 
. . 
Bro, rt, Homer '\-Y~, 
Hull, J. C . . ,
CLASSIC.AL ·coURSE. ' 
FOURTII ·YEAR. · .. 





. . . Cincinnati, 0.-. . 






Mowbray, Henry H., 
"\.Vatson, Fletcher G .• 
Hooker, D. A hley, 
:\1ax ·on, Arthur R., 
. .:vlorton, Ernest Situ. , 
Starbuck, Virgil H., 
Henedict, Robert, 
Lane, Alton, 
\Valker, Flora A., 
Ensminger, :Fre I.; 
Hooker, E. Clarence, 
Hawley, J. Scott, 
. Obenchain, Jennette B., 
Beach, Rex, 
Crooks, France. , 
Ford, Gertrude E., 
Gladwin, Susie T. 
Hooker, Mary S., 
:\'lo. es, E. N., 
l\Ierrill, H. C., 
Can1pel1, Charles H., 
Deaderick, Sallie H. 
Dale, John H., 
Dewey, Samuel A., 
Foulke, Edith, 
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vVinter Park . 
Tampa. 
Gilln1an~ 111. 
· · Winter Park. 
















Jewell, Helen · l\I., 
Jewell,_ Ge9rge 1\:I., 
K~i~in-, 1"iattie E., 
Larti_gue, Kate, 
Lyman, Louis A., 
Morton, Lillia L)rn _u , 
Mitchell,. Ernest H., 
. N -utt, Lizzie, 
P~ul, Ander~on, 
Price, Carrie A., 
Pow~rs, ~ary L., 
Powers, John, 
Scruggs, Finch T., 
. . ..... ' 
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ACA-DEMIC -_ DEPARTME 
- ·Hawley, E~izabeth A. · 
Southgate, Gertrude. 
Abbott; M . . Belle, . 
~rank, ·Fri~z J., 
Fuller, Ahriie R _.~ 
Layt_on, . Clara B. ,--
SENIORS -•. 
. JUNIORS- .•. . . ·· 
~ .. ... . . 




.. · Myers . 
.Orlando. · ·· · 
.,vint~r _Park. 




. . · ,vit:,.ter Park. 
Lancaster, N ; H . 








rl"" .. ,· . . 
. ._: Winter Park. 
_ N ·ewpqrt, Ky. _ - · 
Orlando. · 
·Emporia. 
Atlanta, Ga. · _. · 
Philadelphia, Pa. -
Sumn1erfield.- -. , 
· •· · A11thony~ 
: .i 
. Pomroy, May C., 
Swain., Adelia, 
\Va.i-d C. Fr~d., · • ·· O'- ·. · .. ~Vjnter Park. 
Jolley, Mary lre·ne, · · 
Moremeµ, Minnie A., 
SECOND YEAR·. • l 
..... . -· 
Daytona . .- · ,. . . 
Switzerland. ·. 
• 
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immons, ·Kather~ne M., Hig4 Springs~ 
"£hayer, Daisy~-, · Oc~la. 
Tenney; Lena M., ,v alker, Laura 1\'l. , 
\Villian1s, Myra G .. 
Zachry, l\1ary A., 
Blood, Fred. H., 
Cooley, Clarence, 
Dimick, Belle G., 
Drud , Frank Lee, 
Din1ick Lorena, 
Foster, Frank P., 
Gridl~y, Cornelia :vi. , 
Henkel, Anna ::u., 
Husband, 0. C. 
Henkel · Thomas l\1 .• 
. Hill, Viva P., 
Leffler 1\fary Lui~. 
Maddox, Robert C .• 
l\'Iiller, Bes i~ E .. 
1\torton. Harry 







'\Vilkinson, :\!eta B .. 
C.ar on, Sophronia. 
Crowell, Allice, 
Forrest, l\iinnie, 
Franz, Katherine l\1., 
FIJ~ST YEAR .. 
U. ~cLASSIFIED. 
• 




'\Vinter Haven ... 


























• .... - . 
Lewton, Ivy, 
Mitchell, M. S. 
Pain~, Avis, 
Paine Cordelia, 
Swaine, ·Eugenia E., ., . 
~ruby, Emma L., · 
. Tapley, C .. A., 








- . • .. 
. . . ·. Anthony. _ 
Starke . 
Columbus;, Mo. 
suB~PREPARA ']_"'O:RY ' DEPAR'l~M.ENT. 
Coan, Bertie, 
Dorn, Joseph K. ,. 
Fa.irhe.ad, Floyd, 
Fitch ·'\\TarretJ-, 




Johnson, _Susie J., . 
· Layton, Hattie B., 
. . -
Livingston_, George, 
Lowe, ?~ul B., 
Meeker-, Fr~nk, 
Meeker, Jacob, 
M _etcalf, May~ 
Miller, F.rank L., 
Moore,- C):iarlie _M., 
Obenchain, Sweetland, -




Ty~en, Charlie R., 
Vand~rpool, Harry,_ 
\Yard,' Harold, 
_Woodsum, M _ari_on E.·, 
THIRD Y ,EAH •-. -
,,. ... _ r 





. . 2 • , Tavare . 
Tampa. 
- Winter Park. 
- '\Vinter .Park. 
Melbourne. 
Philadelphia. 
J ac)~son ville. 
Key West . . 
Rob Roy, Ind. 






. -. Orlando . 
OrJan¢io. 
'\Vinter. Park. 
JacksonvHle . . 
- ' Lake Maitland~ 
. Wintet' Park. 
Tampa. 
- . 
.. . .. 
:, , 
: , 
Brigbant, Arth.ur R., 
Dale, Percy, 
Davis, Charlie E., 








Price, Tinnie L., · .,,, 
v a·nderpo(?l, L _ulu, 
Dommerich. Alex~, 
Gregory, Albert D. 
Hawley, Amy, 
Kedney, Lynn -s. 
1.1oore, \Villie L., . 
RO~LINS COLLEGE. 
SECOND YEAR.· 










.'. Fort Meade. · 
· Wtnter ·Park. 
Cocoa . . 








MURICAL . DEPARTMENT.· 






Deaderick, Sallie H., 
Drudy, Frank Lee, 
Dimick, Belle G. 





I-'uller, Anna R., 
FairhE;ad, Floyd A., 
. . 
Gladwin, Susie T., 
Ha~ley, Elizabeth A . ., 
. Hill, :viva P., 
Hitt, Anna, 
Hooker, Millie., 
Jolley, May ;r. ~ _ 
Johnson, Susie, 
,Lowe,. Stephen, 
!ie~er, Mary L., 
... 
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Littlefield, Effie., . 
·Mor~en, Mi~nie A.; ·. 
· Meeker,-Frank, 
Meeker; Jacob, -









Price, Carrie, . 
Price, J en~ie, 
Price, Tinnie, 
Paine, Ellen A., 





Dalrymple, An1y ·P., 
D~aderick, Sallie Ii., 
. ·nrudy, Frank Lee, 
Dimick, Belle G., 
Dart, ~mma E., 
Franz, 'Kittie, 
Fra~k, Fri.ti J., 
~ F]entye, Walter S., 
Forrest~ ' Minni~,- · 
·Ford, Gertrud~_, 
Gladwin, Su~ie T., 
·Goode, Tessa ~-, 




. ~~~d, Miss E. H., ~- .. 
Rei4, I;Uian, · 
Southgate, _Gertrude, 
Sand_ers, Clara, 
Swain, Adelia, · 
Swain, Ei.ig~ia, 
Truby, En1ma, ·_· · 
. . . 
Tapley, Carey A., 
·\Valker, Lau_ra M.·, . 
'\Villiams, Myra G., 
'\Vilkin·son, Meta _B .. ,-
Zacbry, .l\'.lary A. 
-rotal, 55. 
'-"~OI<:;E·. 
. H'ill,·Viva P ·., ·. 
HiU, Annie, 
.. Hooker, Stuart, 
· Ives, ~Emma, 
Jolley, ~ary I., 
Lowe., Steph~n, 
. • ~~rte, Alton W., 
i\1issild~ne, ~!"ttest E~, · 
Mer~ll. Henry C., 
:Mitchell, Mr., 
Po~·ro. -·, May, 
.. ·Paine~ A vis 
Southgate, G¢rtrude~ 
Sanders, · Clara; 
_swain~ --~ugenie, ·- .-
·simmons, Katherine l\'I 
Truby, Emma, 
T.apley. Carey 4.-., 
;. 
. 13-
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Thayer, Daisy L. ; . 
_ VanSickle, C. Howard, 
Watson, Fletcher G. , 
_· '\\
7ard, C. Fred. 
· collegiate Department, 
Academic Depart~erit, 
Preparatory Classical , 
Prepar:atory Scientific, 
u b-Preparatory, 
· -Tot3:l , 40A 
SUMMARY. 
Special students in Music or Art, 










. . .. . .. 
·. _; 
-J>~Farfm~tlls.~ • -:_. _· _ 
.,-
.', 
. .. . . 
,. . -.... . .: 
· . I. · Cb 1 lege. { 
.. CLASS!CAL C6t R~E-_ 4 ~EA. RS. : . _ :· _ . . 
· . SCIE TIFIC COUR E'-=-4 .YEARS~ · · · 
• • • 
0
1 I 
. <II. Academic-. { 4 YEARs. ,., 
. . . . 
{ 
. 
CLASSICAL-· -4 _YEARS. 
SCI~NTIFIC--4_ YEARS-. 
..... 
IV. R-u b:-Prep~ra_to_ry-~ { _ 3 Yit~RS~ .. 
. . - . - ·_,_ ' ~ 
.. . .. .. .. . . . 
V. Mtisict-tl. 
. . · .. 
. - ... _\ 
VI. Art .. 
VII . . Pb.y"': iqal Trai;nj11_g. 
. .... . 
. , ' 





·. ·- .... 
. . . 
. . . 
COLLEGIA.T,E DE·P AI{TMENT. 
Students who complete the studies of the Preparatory ~epartment 
in a satisfactory ma~ner are admitted to the Collegiate Departnrent 
without e-xantin:ition~ Other applicants -must be examined in the studie~ 
of the Preparato:-y Courses,_ or bring acceptable certificates as to ,vo~k 
<lone in these studies in other schools. 
In all the studies of the following Courses there are five hours -of 




LATIN.-Livy, Book XXI. Translation at sight. Latin Composi-
tion. 
GREEK.-Herodotus and Prose Composition. One lesson a U 'Cc."k in 
Greek Testam.cnt, Gospels. • 
MATHEMHTICs.-·Trigo11ometry and Surveying. · 
, ENGLISH.-Three Essays and two Declamations. 
· Winter 'l erm. 
LATIN.-Tacitus, Agricola~ Translation at sight. History of th 
Roman Empire. 
GREEK.-Memorabilia. Translation at sight. tudies. in Greek 
Philosophy.-
MATHEMATics.-Trigonometry and Sun eying. 
ENGLISH.-Three Essays and two Declamations. 
Sp1"ing Term. 
LATIN.-Horace ; selections) . Roman Literature. Translation at 
►·ight. 
GREEK.-Demosthenes on the Crown. Translation at sight . 
MATHEMATICS.-Analytical Geometry. 
ENGLISH .-Two Essays and one Declamation. 
ROLLINS COLLEGE. 
SOPHMORE YEAR. 
, Fall Term. 
17 
GREEK.-Sophocles, Oedipus the King. Greek . Te ta~e11t, 
Epistles. 
. MATHEMATICS.-1\{echanic 
BI0L0GY.-Elementary Biology, Parker. Practical Riology Huxley 
and Martin. 
ENGLISH.-Three Essays and two Declamations. 
1Vinter Term. • 
LATIN.-Juvenal (Selections). . Roman Social Lifi . 
MATREMATICS.-Mechauics. 
CHEMISTR y .-Inorganic. 





EN-GLISH.-Two Essays and one Declamation. 
JUNI9R YEl\H. 
Fall Term. 
GERM:AN.-Dreyspring's Cumulative Method. 
PHYSICS. 
ASTR.ONOM'\I. 
ExGLISH.-Two Original Orations. 
U7inter Ter·m.; 
GERYAN.-Dreyspt'ing's Cumulativ~ Method. 
PHYSICS. . . 
B0TANY.-Gray's School and Field Book. Analy i and Cla: if ca-
cation _ of Phanerogamia. 
E:'GLISH.-_ Tw? Originai Orations. 
: Spri°nJ:" Tenn. 
GERMAN.-Stern s Studien and Plaudereien, &ccnd ·eri 
B-OTANY.-Bessey_. Laboratory work with Micro~cope. 
ENGLISH.-Rhetoric. 
18 ROLLINS COLLEGE~ 
SENIOR YEAR. 
MENT.AL SCIENCE. 
ENGI.,ISR LITE.RA 'I'URE. 
Fall Tenn. 
CONS--TITUTIONAI.., AND lNT.E;RNATIONAL LAW . . 
Two Original Orations. 
l\'.I ORAL ScrENCE. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
GEOLOGY.-Winchell. 
Tw.o Original Oratious. 
Winter Tenn. 
Spring Tenn. t 
POLITICAL ECONOMY. 
GEOLOGY_.-Winchell. 
EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. 
SCIENTIFIC COURS.E •. 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
Fall Ternz. 
LATIN.-. Livy, Book. XXI. Translation at sight Latin Composi-~ 
tion. 
MA THEMATICS. -Trigonometry and-Surveying. 
HISTORY-OF FRANCE·. 
Three Essays and two Declamations. 
Winter Tenn. 
LATIN.-- Tacitus, Agricola. Translation at sighf Hi tor.y < f the 
Roman Empire. 
MATHEMATICS.-Trigonon1etry and Surveying. 
HISTORY OF G:ERMANY. 
Three Essays and two Declamations. 
Spring 7enn. 









Fall Tenn. . . . 
MATHEMATICS.-Mechanics. 
BIOLOGV.-Elementary Biology, Parker; Practical · Biology, Huxley 
and Martin . 
. HISTORY OF CIVILI:ZA'I'ION . . 
Three Essays arid two . D _eclamatiotis. 
Winter Tenn. 
. -
LA'I'IN.-Juv·enal (sele~tions).· Roman Social Life. 
MATHEMATICS. -Mechanics. · 
CHEMISTRY .-_-Inorganic . . 




CHEMISTR V. -Organic. 
Two Essays and one Declamat_ion. 
JUNIOR YEAR . 
. .. 
. . 
The studies are the same as in the Junior Year of the Classical Course. 
SENIOR YEAH, ··. 
The studies are the same as in the Se_nior Year of the Classi°cal 
Course . .. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTME ·T. 
~f'hi course .is four years long, and is provided for·.tbose who cannot 
con1plete the full C\.l_rriculum of· the longer cours~s. It_ omits Latin, 
Greek, Higher Mathematics, and Advance~ Natural Science. 
Candidates for admi~sion to t);iis course must be able to read, write, 
and spell well, and. to pass an ·examination in Geography, . Arithmetic to 
quare root, English Grammar, and History of the l. nited States. 
To graduates from· this course a certificate of graduati9n is gi ·en. 
. . - -
Music or Painting may be substituted for o~e study in each term, 
with the approval of the Principal of the Departn1ent. · · · 
There are five hours of recitation weekly in each study, unles 
otherwise stated. 
20 ROLLI- S COLLEGE. 
Two lessons a . week in Drawing are given without extra charge, 
rlutj.ng two years of this course. 
FIRST YEAR-. 
Falt Tenn. 
MATHEM.A'l'ICS.-Algebra, .Wells' Academic. 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.-Houston. 
ENGJ .. ISH.-~ockwood's· Lessons in English. 
Winter Term. 
MATH£MAT1CS.--Algebra, Wells, Academic. 
PHvsrcs.-Baker's Elements of Natural Philosophy. 
ENGLISH.-Lockwood's Lessons in English. 
Spring Tenn. 
MATH~MATICS.-Algebra, \Vells' Academic. 
CIVIL GOVERNMENT.-Fiske. 
ENGLISH.-Lockwood'~ Lessons in English. 
SECO~U YEAR . 
. Falt Ternt. 
FRENCH.--Chardenal's First Cou·rse. 
ANCIKNT HI~TORV. 
l\IATHEM&\TICS. -.Plane G~ometry-\Ventworth. 
Winter Term. 
. , 
FRENCH.--Chardenal's Second Course. 
R~ading of short selections. 
:i\-1EDL£VAL HISTORY. 
M.-\. TH:EMATICS. -Plane c:;;,.!otnetry-"\Venh orth. 
Spring Terl'n. 
FRENCH,-Trois Mois Sous la Neige- Porchat. · 
Le Cid-Corneille (or equivalents) . Sight .reading. 
MODER~ HISTORY. ' 
AsTROXOMY.-Steelt's New Astronomy. 
Essays aud /Jecla111atlons tliroughout tlze year. 
JU.,I >R YEAR. 
• Fall Te-rm. 
Gi.;RMAN.-Dreyspring's Cumulative Method. 
J>HYSIOLOGY.-The Huwa1~ B.::>dy,-Martin. 
CHEMISTRY.-Elementarv. . , 
RqLLINS COLLEGE. -
Winter Ter1n. 
GERMAN.-Dreyspring's Cumulative Method. 
BoTANY.-Gray's School and Field Book: 
J , 
-Analy~is and Classification of Phau~rogamia. -
ZOOLOGY.~Packard's Briefer Course . . 
.Spri11g Ter11i. 
German.---Stern 's Studien and Plaudereien, Second Serie_s. 
AMERICAN LITERATURE. 
LoGI-C. -J evon. 









Winter - Tern,,. 
Spring Ter11i. _ ..
Por.1TICAI. EcoNoMv. 
GEOLOGY.-Vlinchell. 
EVID~NCES OF CHRISTIANITY . .:." 
Ess~ys or Original Oration~ each t~r11i. 
Studies_ 1narked .:.:- are optional ivitll a -second yt·crr in rrench or Ger-
1nan. 
\• 
22 ROLLINS. COLLEGE. 
PREPARATORY DEPAETMENT. 
The applicant for admission to this department must be able to read, 
write and spell well, and to pass an examination in Ge(?graphy, Arith--
tnetic to square root, English Grammar, and History of the Uni e 
States. Those who complete the studies of the Sub-Preparatory l)e-
-· partment are admitted to the Preparatory Department without examina,J 
• tion. 
There are two courses of study, the Classical and the Scientiiicf 
which are preparatory respectively to the same courses· in the Collegi ... 
ate Department. There are five lessons a week in each study, unle~s 
otherwise stated. In addition to the tabulated studies, two lessons a 











. ducti ve Method. • 
ENGLISH.-Lockwood's Lessons. ENGLISH.-Lockwood's Lesso11 , 
Winter Term. 
















tl ucti ve Method. · 
ENGLISH.-Lockwood's Lesson . 
SECOND YEAR: 
Fall . Term. 
- · CLASSICAL cou~s~. 
C..£sA~ - Gallic \Var,. 
Jo:-i~s• L3.tin Co:upn3ition: 
GREEK.-Inductive )[ethod. 
PLA~B Gzo ,1.::,:-.r:nr.-W '""nt,yorth. 
SCIEN_TIFIC COURSE. 
C.1£SAR, Gallic War. 
Jones Latin Composition . 
PHYSIC.AL GEOGRA?HV.-Houston. 
PLANE GEOMlt'TRVi-W-entw-orth. 
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Winter Tenn. 
C£SAR, q.allic \\tar. 
Jones' Latin Compositio~. 
GREEK.-Inductive Method. 
~ PLANE GEOMETRY.-WentV\iorth. 
C.;ESAR, Gallic \Var. 
Latin Composition. 
PHYSICS.-Baker s Element~ of at-. 
ural Philo ophy. 
Pr..ANE GEOMETRY.-·\Ventworth. 
Spring Term,. 
CJESAR, Gallic War. 
Roman History. 
GREEK.-Inducth-e Method.· 
Old Greek Life. 
C£SAR. Gallic \Var. 
Ron1an History. 
ARITHMETIC.-Stoddard. 





CICERO'S ORA'rION-S. Translation 
at sight. Jone ' Latin 
Composition (completed). 
A ... -ABASIS. Greek Prose Composi-
tion. Translation at sight. 
' History of Greece. 
FRENCH.-Chardenal's 1st Cour e. 
SCIENTIFIC COURSE.' 
CICERO s ORATIONS. . Translation 
at sight. · Jones' Latin 
Composition ( completed) . 
ANCIE- .,.T HISTORY. 
FRENCH.-Chardenal I t Cour e. 
Winter Tenn. 
ZOOLOGY. 
Packard s Briefer Course. 
A.i::-ABASIS♦- Greek Pro e Composi-
tion. '£ranslation at sight. 
· Hi tory. 
FRENCH.-Chardenal's 2d Course. 
ZOOLOGY. 
Packard· s Briefer 
.1\fEDI}£\-AL HI TORY. 




CICERO s ORATIONS. Translation CICERO s ORATIOK Tran 1ati n 
at sicrbt. Roman Antiqui- at }ght~ Roman Antjqui-
' ties. ties. 
A .,ABASIS, with Translation at sight. MODERN HTSTORY. 
Greek Te tament, Gospels. 
FRE -cH.-TroisMoisSous la eio-e 
-Porchat. Le Cid,-Cor-
neille. Sight Reading. 
FRE. -cH.-Troi Moi ou la eige;-
-Porchat. Le Cid-Cor-
neille. Sight Reading. 
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FOURTH YEAR. 
Fall Term. 
CLASSICAL COURSE. SCIENTIFIC COURSE. 
VIRGIL.-Aeneid. Prosody. VIRGIL.-Aeneid. Prosody. 
Reading at sight. Reading at Sight . . 
PHVSIOI.OGV.-Human Body. PHVSIOLOGY.-Human Body,. 
Martin. ~ Martin. 
ALGEBRA. ALGEBRA. 
Winter- 'Ter1n. 
VIRGIL.-Aeneid. Prosody. VIRGIL.-Aeneid. Prosody. 
Reading at sigh£- Reading at sight. 
. HOMER. Sc~nning Mythology. ENGLISH HISTORY. 
ALGEBRA. ALGEBRA. 
Spring Tenn. 
VIRGIL.-Aeneid. Reading at si_ght. VIRGIL.-.-Aeneid·. ~ading at sight. 
Mythology. Mythology.· 
--HOMER. Scanning. Topics in His- AsTRONOl\'.iY.-Steele's New Astron-
. tory. omy . . 
SOLID GEOMETRY. SOLID GEOMETRV. 
Essays and Decla1nations in the last three yea,-s of the course. 
SUB-PREP ARA 'l"'ORY DEP .A.RTMENT. 
The .course of studies in this department extends throqgh three 
year . It is adapted to fit pupiis to ente~ the Preparatory and Academi,c 
rle.partments. Applicants for admission must have h _ad such prin1ary 
instruction elsewhere as to enable them to begi~ with the studies of the 
First Year as outlined helow. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Barnes' Complete Geography begun. Barnes' Ficklin 's Practical 
Arithmetic to Decimals . Powell's How to Talk. Barnes' Fourth Reader . 
. ~ECO D YEAK . 
Geography con1pleted. Arithmetic to percentage. Miss Hyde's 
Lessons in English, 2d book. · Barnes' Fifth Reader. 
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THil<.D VEAR. 
Higginson's Hist?ry of the United States. Arithmetic to Square 
Root. Patterson's Elements of Grammar. Barnes' Geographical Reader. 
Writing and Spelling (Worcester' pelling Book) are continued 
throughout the course. 
For supplementary reading such books as Miss Andrews' Seven Lit-
tle Sisters, Each and All, Ten ~en, Dickens' Child's History of England 
Kingsley's Water Babies, etc., are µsed according to the needs of classes. 
The course of Bib~e Study begi_ns in this department. The aim i~ to 
fix the Bible story clearly in the n1inds of the pupils as a preparation for-
the more critical study of the advanced grades. Fifteen minutes four 
days in the week, are given to this work. · 
MUSICAL DEP ARTME T. 
KATE W. PECK. 
-
This department i~ ~nder the same µianagen1ent of the Faculty a:µa 
Officers of the Institution as the other Departmen:ts. 
Instruction is given-in Piano, Voice Culture and Harmony. 
Recitals are given once a week, when those pupils ccmpetent . to do 
o, perform; or talks upon Mu ical History and Musical Form are\. given 
by the teacher. The aim of these recitals is not only to giye the student · 
practice in playing l,;>efore others, but also to help him. to a better un~er- . ·· 
standing and appreciation of music. . -
A Choral Class is held once each week, which is free to ~.11 member 
of the Preparatory and ·Academic Departments. 
Although modified, according to the discretion of the_ teacher, to 
n1eet the immediate needs of the pupil, the followit1.g graded outline-will 
give an idea of the ground covered. 
COURSE IN PIANO. 
GRADE !.-Principles of touch; · exercises for developing correct po-
ition of the hand; rudiments of music; exercises introducing scale work· 
easy selections by Schumann, Reinecke Kullak and other_ . 
GRADE IL-Technical exercises from Ma on or Plaidy; scales _major 
and minor: pieces from Jensen, Gade, Schumann, Reiµecke, Oesten au l 
oilie~. . 
GRADE III.-(a ) Scales in all form ; arpeggios, dominant and dimiu-.. 
ished sevenths, etc.; Loeschorn (op. 65 ) , Heller _(op. 46) ; Doering octa,·e 
tudies or the equivalent; Sonatinas b)~ Kuhlau, Lichner, Clementi and 
others. 
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(b) Pr~ludes and two voiced Inventions, Ba~h; octaves continued; 
asy Sonatas from Clementi, Mozart, Haydn and others . . 
(c) Cramer studies commenced; Ku11ak'_s octaves; pieces by Mozart. 
Mendelssohn, Dussek, Raff and others. 
<?RADE IV.-(a) Scales in all forms continued, including Joesffy's 
scale forms; Cramer continued; Kullak octaves Bk. rr; Jenson (op. 32 ) ; 
pieces from Mendelssohn, Schumann, Raff, Chopin, and the best modern 
composers. 
(b) Clementi's Gradus; Bach's "Well Tempered Clavier," Beethoven 
~natas; Concertos from Mozart, Beethoven. Mendelssohn, etc.; pieces 
from all the gre~t mas1:ers. 
GRADE V.-Mo chele Studies (op. 70); Bach, Preludes and Fugues; 
Chopin, etudes from op. 10 and 25; studies from Rubinstein, I--1iszt. 
Moszkowski, etc.; Son~tas, Concertos and other ·great works by all the 
great masters. 
COURSE IN VOICE. 
GRADE r.-Breathing exercises; rudiments of sight singing. exer-
cises for oice placing; Concone's School of Sight Singing. 
GRADE. II-_ -Viardot's "Hour of Study;" Concone's Leeons de Chant; 
Sieber (op. 93 or 94); simple 'Ongs from Abt, Gun1bert, Marschner, an<l 
<>thers. 
GRADE III.-1\.Iarchesi (op. 5 ) ; Sieber vocali es (op. 30 or 31 ) _; alva-
tor Marchtsi's Italian Vocalises; Bonaldi vocalises. 
GRADE IV.--Marchesi Studies for Style; Sieber (op. 129 or 130), 
_Pan of ka Studies in Execution. 
Songs in English, Italian and German, ranging in difficulty from the 
imple song to the Recitative and Aria from Oratorio and Opera, are 
gi en throughout the course, according to the best judgment of the 
teacher. 
AR'"T DEP ART_MEN'I. 
AMY F. DALRYMPLE. 
It is the aim of this department to give _to all studen:_t a thorouu-h 
and practical knowledge of the principles of art, and an acquaintance 
. with art literature. The methods of instruction are those employed in 
the best art chool in New York and Bo~ton. 
All students are . aiven instn1ction in outline and lic:rht and shade 
- drawing from till-life and cast. These general drawing classes gh·e two 
hours instruction each week, and for two years are given without charge 
.\ . 
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to students; after t}:lat time a smail fee of two dollars a term i~ · required 
for membership. -
All students are expected to avail them.selve ·of these lessons for. t\vo 
years; unless ·parents or guardiaus signify, in writing, th~ir wish that the 
course ·be omitted. . - - - . . 
Special courses in art include ·instruction i~ outline work, charcoal 
pen and ink., painting. in both oil ·· and·water colors •. clay modellincr _and 
a study of Art -History. Terms are as follow~: .For four hours work a 
week, eight dollars ( 8.oo) per term; for six hoii~s a ~eek -twelve dollars 
-( 12.-00) per term; and-so on at the same ra~e of increase. 
The class in Art History meet~ 9nce ea_c~ week a~d - ~s free · to c;tll .. 
taking special art. courses. To others, the. price for lessons is _two. dol-
lars (. 2.00) a tei;m. -
Ori_ Saturday mornings the _ class . in landscape works out of ·dc>"ors. 
· The singular attractions of the country for work from nature re:nc:ler _ 
this an enjoyabI~ and pr(?ductive course. -When -weather 'j.s unfa ·orable 
. the hours. are made up with st~dio work. The expense of this ~ourse·_ i. 
four dollars ($4.00) per term. 
In connection with this department is a flourishing Sketch Cluo·, · 
which meets every Saturday evening, at. which 'members -take turns_ in 
posing and which_ is tauo-ht by the -Art Instructor. The fee on joinirig 
th_e club is but non1inal anci the study gained-id very. l?eneficial. 
As will be seen from. ~he abo~e. the subjects for study· include __ still ·· 
·life, cast:, flowers, landscape and life. . · 
The studio is a pleasant, suitable roQm f1unished .with ·abundan(:111a-·: 
. t~rial _for good-study and the country yields_ beautiful subject;s for fruit 
and flower piC:tures . . , - · 
DEPARTMENT OJI'" PHY8ICA.L·· TRAiNI·- (¾ . 
.. ·.· 
iv,rss. JESSIE D. GRASSIE . ... 
LIGHT GY:\'.I~ASTICS.-Free Gymnastics; Dumb-B~lls :.-tht:ee series· 
\Vand Drill-_ -three series; Fencing; R 'rinning; ' ·Ring Exerci e , Fancy 
_Steps. · · 
- HE.A y · GYM -ASTICS.-\.Vork with ·chest \Veights, Parallel Bars, 
Horizontal and Va.u:ltiua- Bars, ; Vau-lti~g Horse, , -Trapeze, Tra ·e1ling 
Rings, Swinging Ri~-gs,. Jumping, triking Bag, Rowing l\fachine; ' l\f at· 
\.\ ork. 
DELS- RTE THEORY A- D EXE RCI~ES. 
MA THEMATICS. 
PROF. N. BARROWS. 
Students of the first year in Algebra will, during the Fall Term, be 
bccupied with the fundan1:ental principles and operations, including fac-
toring, highest common divisor, lowest common multiple and fractions. 
In the Winter Tenn they will study simple equations, involu~ion, evolu-
tion, theory of exponents and radicals; in the Spring Term, beginning 
w:ith quadratics, they will take ratio and proportion, progressions, the 
binomial tlieoreni and logarithms. 
Higher Algebra will occupy ~he first two terms of the fourth year. 
Plane Geometry is studied during the ·first two terms of the second _ 
year, two books being taken the--fi-rst term and the remaining three the 
second. 
Those students who elect Arithmetic for the third term will take a 
review of its most important subjects in the light of Algebra and Geon1-
etr . 
The Geon1etry ef spa~e will be optional, except with those who ex-
pect to enter college, who will take it in the last term of the fourth year 
preparatory. · 
LATIN. 
PROF. L. A. AUSTIN. 
In the study of Latin two objects are kept in view: first, mental dis-
cipline, and second, practical results in the acquisition of valuable knowl-
edge-, especially a better knowledge of English. 
Tb~ student is called upon to do bis own thinkingJ and as much <;>f 
it as possible. In recitation he is required to give .reasons for statements 
·· -ef fact, wherever reasons can be found. The accuracy of his thinking is 
aided by 'demandi'ng accuracy in all his work. He is taugh_t to discrimin-
ate carefully in the choice of words in translation. The study of syn-
onyms -is made prominent; Latin is read at sight as_ an excellent discipline · 
for the mental faculties; and- in the latter part of the c.ourse some at~ 
tempt is made at off-hand translation from English into Latin. 
In securing the second object much information is gathered from · 
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Ancient Mythology, _Biography, G!!ography, History and th~ ~hole field 
· of .Classical Antiquities. · Especially js a better 'grasp pf the English lan-
. guage secured in.the thorough study of -its roots s:o thickly pe.netrating. 
-the -whole field of Latin literature. 
The Latin authors read are those usually ,found in ·"the :t>est Colleges 
and . Preparatory Schools. Rom·~~ History is studied _frc;,tn ·a text-book .. 
Jone~' La~n Compositi9n i~ compl_eted in 11?-e Prepara~ory Course. _ 
Subsequent exercises in· writing Latiri-are given without ~~xt-book. 
OREEK LANGUAGE -A .. D LITERATURE~· 
PROF. J. H. FORD. ·· . - -
As to extent of work in this· department, the aim. is to gain:_· 
1. A ·n1astery of Atti~ Greek, whi~h is .. the standard foi:-i:n of :the 
language, and contains nearly all it·s . b~st fiterature. . 
2. A good knowledge of I_onic Gr.eek, which is closely allied to the 
.. d.ttzc, and contain~ Homer's Iliad~ the model epic of all ages. 
3. An introduction to New Testament Greek, a knowledge of which . 
is an important_. acquirement in C_hristian ·scholarship, and one of the 
practical ends 9f studying Greek. -· 
As to Method of work, in addition ·to the . absolute mastery , whitjl.-
should oe required of the student in everything ~ttenip~ed.,. ·it i~ thought . 
import~nt to ·keep in view the following ends.: · · . 
[. To pursue a natural and logical method of acquiring the lan-
guage,. so that the stu.dent .. may make the largest acquisitions-possible in 
a given time, and may form such mental habits· of exact_ observation and 
generalhation as will be of value to him in ·all intellectual .work~ · 
To this end the Inductive Me_thod i~ used. · 
2. To· givt! the study of Greek as practical a tuni -as possible, by 
noting the numerous English derivatives (('om Greek, artd 'the grammat-
ica1 principles· common to Greek and English> aJso ~y giving attenti6n to 
rhetorical and literary quaiities with·refer.ence to the ·cu.l~vation of lit~r-
·ary taste. 
3. To make the_ study of Greek the ·means -of recalling a vivid" pic-
ture of ancient Greek li(e. To this end the g~ography of Greece, the 
l;iistory, customs, and mann~rs of the people are leariJ:ed,_ and no cjreum-
stance is neglected which can give re·ality , tcf their · o:hjects of tho~gl::it 
and interest to the study of their la~guage., 
The Gt'eeks we~e- the most reJ?ark.abie people oLant.iquity. Their 
ianguage is the most perfect forni for tho~ght ever used by ~an. Their 
literature contains the world's models. It is here ·claimed that the proper 
study of this incomparable language and li.teratu,re gives titer8;ry training · 
of high value, and is an important part of a liberal education. · · 
The following gives so~e details of t~e work to_: be done. 
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PREPARATORY WORK. 
' Three or four books of the Anabasis are read of the Iliad three book 
and .xtracts from others, and twenty lessons of Jones' Prose Composi-
tion ar completed. · In the Preparatory Course the work begins in the 
.SECO D YEAR.. 
The text book at'e Inductite Method b Harper and Water , and Had-
ley and Allen Grammar. Beginning with the text of the Anabasi . 
the Greek is comm.itted to memory, and by the aid of notes the mean-
ing and peculiarities of each word are ·learned, then the student _is re-
ferred to the Grammar, where he finds a full statement of what he has, 
in large part already observed in the text examined. 
An effort i made to remember e·very Greek word · met with. The 
inflection of noun , adjectives, pronouns and verb are learned in the 
Grammar; also many principles of syntax. There is much analy is of 
·erb 'form , and frequent translations of English 1t1to Greek. 
THIRD YEAR. 
FIRST TERM.--General. review of vocabularies, grammar and text 
tudied during the preceding year. Harper's Inducti ·e Method con-
tinued till the fi::-st book of the Anabasis is completed. Topics in th 
Geography and History of Greece weekly. 
SECO::"olD TER L-Translation of the Anabasis continued more rap-
idly. Twenty le so~ of Jones' Greek Prose Composition are completed. 
with a re ·iew of inflections, a special study of the use of the moods, and 
of the principles of indirec~ discour e. · 
THIRD Term.-Tran ~tation of Anaba i continued, with ·reading at 
iaht. One lesson a week in G _reek text of one of the Gospels. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
SECO ~D AND THIRD TERMS.-Homer' Iliad the first three book , 
·wiili selection from other . The peculiaritie of Homeric inflections are 
tudied. Prosody and Mythology. The ·word descriptive of person 
and thing are noted, al o the similes, metaphors, etc. 
_ The student learns an ou11ine of the entire poem, and upon the 
_l-Iomeric Que tion, tu.die 40 pao-e of the famou _XXI chapter of Grote. 
FRE HMA~ YEAR. 
FIRST TERM.-Sh:ty page of Herodotus, with Geography of the 
Ea t. and tudies in earl Hi tory. Twenty le ons in Greek Pro e Com-
.. po ition are taken. 
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. The Greek New· Testament may be elected in place of Herodotus, 
and pursued with learning of vocabularies, study of words, and commit-
ting to memory of-some portions. · · · 
· SECOND TERM.-Selections from the Memo·rabilia :equal to one-half 
of it. A special study is made of that part -0f the Grammar which treats 
of the Formation of words by stem changes and by suffixes, and some 
reading at sight is done. Fifty pages of the LXVIII chapter of Grot~ 
are studied upon the life of Socrates and his work as a philosopher; also·· 
some portions of Draper's Intellectual Development of Eur<;>pe. 
THIRD TERM.-Demosthenes on the Crown, with studies in the po-
11.tical institutions of the Greeks, History of Philip of Macedon, and life 
of Demosthenes. The LXXXIX and XC chapters of _Grote must be 
studied.- '' 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
FIRST TERM.-Soph-ocles' Oedipus Tyrannus. All of the tragedy, 
including all the choruses, is scanned, and there are ·_ some studies in 
Greek Literature. 
The last part of the term is spent in reading some of the Epistles in 
the Greek Testament. 
BIOLOOIC;\.L SCIENCES AND ASTRONOMY. 
EVA j. ROOT • . 
Work in Botany includes the study of Phane.rogamous Botany and 
Plant Analysis, followed by stt"uctnral .Botany and Microsco;,ical work 
on vegetable tissues. 
Zoology includes text book work, examination and . dissection of 
typical animals and the study of Comparative An~tom.y. 
Parker's Elementary Biology · is studied during on·e · term of the 
Sophomore Year. . . 
In Physiology there is free use (?f the manikin and ch~rts, and dis .. 
section of_ special organs of larger mammals~ 
The Department of' Life-study is s~pplied with Coi:µpound Micro-
scopes, which are placed in the hands of the student, imd which, with 
books of reference by standard authors, are in constant use in the class-
room. . 
In Astronomy an equatorially mounted telescope (5 inch object 
glass) is freely used . to help the student in gaining a correct idea of the 
physical aspect of the heavenly bodies. · 
Effort is made each year to increase the facilities for the study of 
Natural Science, and to give the student the advantage of practical work, 
in all its branches. 
, 
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FRENCH. 
EVA J. ROOT. 
One year's .work in French is required in all the courses, and a sec-
ond yea~ may be elected in the Academic course. 
. The regular work includes the study of the Grammar~ with special 
drill in irregular verbs,. the reading of extracts from the best authors and 
of one or more of the French classics. 
GERMAN. 
THOS. R. BAKER, PH. D. 
In teaching German the natural method is• employed. Following 
the opinions of the most successful German teachers as to the best plan 
to pursue in order to enable the pupil to acquire the language quickly 
and easily, much more tj.me is spent in reading German than in study-
ing the technicalities of the grammar. "Dreyspring's Cumulative Method 
in German'' is studied during the fall and winter terms, and Stern's 
"Studien and Plaudereien irn Vaterland," during the summer term. Fre-
quent writing exercises also accompany this work. 
PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY~ 
THOS. R. BAKER, PH. D. 
The teaching of these branches . includes considerable experimental 
work. _The -object of this f<:ature of instruction is, ;not only to fix . in the 
minds of the pupils the facts that are presented to them, but to make 
them familiar with the experimental method,· and to teach ~hem how 
to use this method to the best advantage. 
In Physics students are aided outside of regular ~lass work in mak-
ing simple apparatus and experiments for ·themselves. Several valuable 
additions wer,e made to our Phys_ical apparatus during last year. Anic!:lg 
these was a "Tripple Plate Toepler Holtz" electrical machine of medium 
size, and most recent form. 
There are regular· classes . in Theoretical Chemistry during the en-
tire ·year, and a good opportunity is therefore offered for s~dents taking 
an irregular course to pursue this subject. 
Instruction in Practical Chemistry was begun with a limited num-
ber of students, during last winter term, and continued the re~ainder of 
the year. It is expected that this branch .will have a permanent place in 
the curriculum of the college. The practical chemistry course is designed 
to give students a more practical knowledge of chemistry than can be 
g4ined by merely studyino- the theory of the subject, and especiaily to 
prepa~e students for the study of medicine, or fo~ any other profession 
requiring a good knowledo-e of chemistry. · 
. .,. 
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ENGLISH. 
A. S. ·Hill's Rhetori_c i~ the basis ·of instructi~n in .. the Junior ·year, 
. though Whately and other· authors are consulted ·and · the works of our 
chief English _essayists are _read an ci criticised·. . 
An outline of English literatur~ from the time of the early Saxon 
· writers to 't:he present day is unfolded. · A cr:itical study is ·mad~ of the 
wor~s o~ the eminent auth·ors of the principal literary periods. 
Essays and declamations ·are required throughout .the .course. In the 
Junior and Senior years only original decJamations are accepted. : · 
. The Study of English in the first year. of' the Preparator.y ·Depart- -
ment is j:iro"ided tq secure ·a thoro1.:1gh grotinding in our mother ·tongue . 
. It include$ a brief history of 'the· English language; a st~dy of its 
Anglo-Saxon and Classical elements. ; eleme.ntary Rhetoric ; punct~tio~ -
.the writing of compositions, and. ati. introduc.tion 'to AmeriCB:ll. literature. 
Essays and ~ecla_mations an~ required i_n the. remaining -years ·of the 
course . . 
HISTORY. 
EVA J. ROOT. 
The course in history in the Pr~paratory department aims to give _a 
comprehensive view of general history in -all ao-es. . 
Myer's general history. is the· text-book used but reference book are 
freely consulted . and the topical rnet~6 d of recita ti~n is encourao-ed . 
. College ·work is upon the same g eneral plan, ~pecial attel)tiori"· bei.ug 
give~ to th~ critica~ periods· in a nati011' s hi tor:y-those . events. which 
influence the-· welfare of mank°ind. 
BOOK=KEEPING._ 
A general class -in 'Book-keeping will be formed for those who wi h 








Rollins College is a product of the new era in Florida. It 
was founded by those· who felt the need of an institution here -
maintaining the highest standard of learning, employing mod-
ern methods of instruction, and affording careful ~hristian 
training. 
It was incorporated by · act of the Legislature of Florida 
April 28, 1885, and was opened for the admission of students on 
the 4th of November of the same year. 
BENEFACTORS. 
· The College bears the name of the late A. W. Rollins, of 
Chicago, the most liberal ·donor to its ·endowment. Knowles 
Hall takes its name from the late F. B. Knowles, Esq., of 
Worcester, Mass., who gave the money to erect it and three 
r 
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other buildings. The Lyman -Gymnasium is the gift of Mr~ 
F. W. Lyman, of Minnea~lis, Minn . . ·· 
LOCATION. 
Rollins College is located at Winter Park, Fla., four miles 
north of Orlando, the county seat of Oran~ ·county. It· is on 
the line of the South Florida railroad, extending from Sanford 
to Tamp~. It is . also upon the line of the East Florida and 
Atlantic railroad, whi~h connects at Orlando with the Florida 
Central and Pe~insular railroad. 
WINTER PARK 
is sitll:ated in the far-famed lake region of Florida. The land 
is what is . caµ_ed '' high pine,'' somewhat roiling, and bestud-
ded with numerous beautiful lakes. The forest is mostly -0£ the 
stately Southern pine, but at frequent points upon the ~ake 
margins the 'Yoodlan~ scenery is diversified by hammocks of 
oak, magnolias, etc. In the immediate vicinity o~ Winter 
Park there are a dozen lakes, some of them of ~onsiderabre 
size ; as, · Osceola, Virginia, Maitla!}d, Killarney. From the 
shores of these lakes. beautiful slopes rise 9ften to the ·height of 
30 feet, making most desirable sites for building. There_ are 
here already many handsome villas and valuable orange groves. 
It is an. ideal spot for a seat of learning and for residence. · In 
natural scenery it is among the most beautiful places .in Florida. 
It .is probably as healthful as any place in the world; its build-
ings and other improvements are ·unusually neat and taste~; 
it is free from saloons, and its citizens are of a high order 
morally; it has ready access to the coinmercial world, and yet is 
sufficiently remove~ fro~ the noise and bustle of business to 
afford an agreeable retirement. It is clean,, quiet, spacious, 
beautiful. Here are the best · conditions for studious pursuits; -
here may be pleasant homes. 
OROUND.5. 
The College c~pus is in the southern part of the town . 
. · It consists o( twenty acres, lying qpon the northw~t shore <;>f 
Lake Virginia, and rising thirty feet above the waters of this 
'' Queen .of the Lakes.'' This elevation is always pleasantly 
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breezy, and affords enchanting views in every directi~n. A 
large part of the grounds is covered ·with Bermuda grass, 
making a pleasant lawn and play ground. 
BUILDINGS. 
There are six buildings. Knowles Hall con~ins seven 
· large _ recitation rooms, the Library and the Chapel. The _ 
. . -----Lyman Gymnasium is a handsome building, completely 
equipped with modern gymnastic appliances. There are two 
co~ages for boys. Each contains a reception room and single 
rooms for ab<?ut thirty students, besides · teachers w~o 1ive w:ith 
them. The cottage for ladies will accommodat~ about seventy 
GENTLEMEN'S COTTAGE . 
....... 
per ons. It has a reception room, two parlors, bath rooms sup-
plied with hot and cold water, and the entire bujlding is heated. 
by the hot water sy tern. It is a delightfaj home for the young 
ladies. An?ther building contains the dining room, kitchen·/ 
store- rooms etc. 
OROWTH. 
The number of instructors has increa ed from six the first 
year to fourteeen the present. The number of students in all 
grades has increased from seventy-seven to one hundred and 
sixty-two; the number above common branches from thirty-six 
to one hundred and six. 
::: 
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. CHR.I.STIAN CHARACTER. OF THE COLLEOE. 
It · is believed that the truths of Christian.ity are in the 
high~t degree adapted to awaken the faculties of the hun1an 
mind. Christianity presents the highest ideals of life, a11d 
affords the most powerful motives · to choo e these ideals and to 
realize them .in practical living. -
The fundamentat character of the College is defined in its 
constitution as follows : '' Its object, which shall never be 
changed, shall be the Christia~ educatio~ of youth and to this 
end it proposes to provide for its students the best educational 
facilities possible, and throw about them those Christian influ-
ences which will be adapted to restrain them .from evil and pre-
pare them for a virtuous, happy and useful. life.·" 
St~dents are required to attend preaching service one~ 
each Sab}?ath. There are three churches in .Winter Park: a 
Congregational, an Episcopal, and a Methodist. Parents select 
the church which they wish their children to attend. A Young _· 
People's Society of .Christian Endeavor ha·s a large membership 
from _among the students, and does much to develop .Christian 
. workers and foster Christian character. All of the instrnctor 
. ~and -~~~~;of the · tudents ar~ Christians. 
R.ANOE OF i ~TR.UCTION. 
There are seven departmeµ.~ -: Collegiate Academic Pre-
,.:r.-. . 
paratory, Sub-preparatory, Musical, Art; and .Physical _Train- -
ing. 
The Collegiate courses are two-Classical and Scientific. 
By reference to preceding pages it will be seen that the condi-
tions of admission to this department are as high, and the work· 
to be do_n~ before rec~iving it degrees as great, as in the best 
colleges. 
The Academic course ·i .for tho e who do not want a col-
lege course. It occupie four years, beginning with Algebra._ 
· +t omits O-re~k. and Latin and cqntains Engli~h studies, His-
tory, Natural Science,_ and Modern Languages. 
The Preparatory CT)Urses are . two-the Classical and the 




and Algebra. _ The work in these . courses is sufficiently com-
prehensive and thorough to fit for entrance to any college. 
The Sub-preparatory department has a three years' course, 
beginning with the Fourth Reader grade, and c~rrying the 
pupil to the beg~nning of Algebra and Latin. 
The Musical department is an important feature of the in-
stitution. Great -pains has .· been taken to engage the best in-
structors. They a~e grad~ates of one of the best conservatories 
of music in America, and have qualified. themselves· further for 
their chosen work by studies in London, England, and Berlin,-
Gennany. - · 
There is a thoroµgh and carefully graded course upon the 
piano, and voice culture is a specialty. 
KNOWL£S HALL. 
. . 
The Art department is one of growing interest. Free in-
struction in drawing is given to all students of the institution 
for two years. To train the eye, to develop the sense of the 
beautu-t4, to elevate and refine the taste, are important things in 
the education of youth.. · 
Physi~al Training is a subject which is receiving i_ncreased 
attention in all progre5Sive schools. The facilities fo~ such 
training in the Lyman Gymnasium are ample, and the· instruc-
tion employs methods approved by the latest. science upon the 
subject. 
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Students from any department may enter classes in Elpcu-
tion and in Book-keeping with(?ut extra charge. 
ADMISSION. 
Students may enter at any time. It is greatly to their ad-
vantage to enter at the beginning of a term. Candidates for 
admission to any of th~ departments mu t furnish atisfactory 
evidence of good character; and _those coming from other col-
leg~s must bring a certificate of honorable dismission. All ap-
plicants are subject to examination i~ the studies of the course 
antecedent to the grade which they wi h to enter, but a certifi-
cate from another in titution ·as to work done in the e tudies 
may be accepted in lieu- of an examination. Students who do 
not wish to take a -ful~ cour~ are - permitted _to select· such 
studies as they can pursue to advanta~e provided they bring a 
written ·reque?t from their parents or guardian designating the 
subjects desired. 
Ladies and gentlemen are_admitted on the same ~erms pur-
sue the same studies, and receive the same honor· . 
STANDINO AND PROMOTION. 
-
. A grade of ten denotes perfect work. For promotion · at 
the end of a year _a grade of seven mu t be attained in an aver~ . 
age of grades in all the studies of the year.- If an) · tudent s 
inar~ for a term's work in any study fall -below _ix, ·he will be 
required to make up that study, and ~po;n examination to ec~re 
a mark of seven. 
Parents or guardians may learn the standing· of pupil at 
any time by applying to the Heads of· Depa·rtments. 
DISCIPLINE. 
The object of the school' discipline 1 to protect the_ tu-
dents fro~ temptations and bad habits, to ecure the proper im-
provement of time, and to pro<:1.uce a well-ordered life. 
The method of government appeals to the h(?nor and selt-
respect of the student. The aim is to develop the voluntary 
principle of self-control, ·which form trong and virtuou char- . 
acter. 
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The regulations are such as an earnest tudent would im-
po e upon himself in order to secure the highe t benefit to him-
elf and his fellow-st~dents. He must abst~in from the use of 
intoxicating drinks, and from the us~ of tobacco within the 
_College Campus. He must avoid all form of gambling, and 
not loiter at billiard saloons or similar places of resort. He 
must be prompt and regular in the performance of all ·college 
duties. 
Those wh~ can not give a willing and cheerful assent to 
_the regulations of the school should not se_ek admission to its 
pnvileges. The act of entering the institution will be .co1;1sid-
ered a pledge of obedience to all its rules and regulations. ~ 
LYMAN GYMNASIUM. 
HOME LIFE FO~ THE STUDENTS. 
The authorities of the college do not believe in the large 
dormitory y tern of lodging students. They think it not de-
irable that a large number of young tudents should be thrown 
together in one building, and ieft n1uch to the~s~lves as· to the 
manner of pending their time. 
The college has therefore built cottage of moderate . ize , in 
each of which a matron or member of the faculty lives and has 
·upervi ion of the inmates. Each student ha a private room. 
_One cottage i occupied exclu ively by ladie , two other ex-
du ively by gentlemen . . Gentlemen may call up.on ladies in 
the reception ro~m of, the ladie ' cottage on Friday evenings. 
The tudent are requ~red to improve certain hours of the day 
arid evening in tudy ; other hours they may. fr~ely _employ in 
.. -
, 
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wholesome recreation. There are books, magazine and papers; 
the gymnasium, lawn tennis and ball. The effort i to sur-
round _the student · with the influences of a cheerful, well-
ordered Christian home. Parents who h ·ave had children under 
our care express the highest satisfaction at this feature of our ·. • 
college life. · 
PHYSICAL TRAININO. 
Physical exercise should ·not be neglected in connection 
with mental work. We should endeavor to secll:l"e and pre-
serve '' a ound mind in a sound body.'' All the students are 
admitted to gymnasium practice under the direction ·of compe-
tent teachers. A medical ex;aminer appointed by the college · 
subjects eacli student to a phy ical examination and directs 
what exercises he should take and what omit: The most ap-
proved appliances for both light and heavy_ gymna~tics are _ 
provided: ~e ons are al o given in _ Del arte culture, aiming 
to secure grace and ea e of movement. 
An inexpensive gymria ium suit of navy blue i generally 
worn, ~ut not requjred. In truction for making it will be 
given at any time b¥ the Director of the Gy~na ium. 
HBALTH . . 
The mild and salubrious -climate of Florida is known the 
world over. Dr. Henry B. Fo ter; of Clifton Spring , N ~ Y., 
who has a national repu_tation, ay : 'No place in Florida is 
more healthful than Winter Park.' 
Many parents come to Florida for the _sake of their c4il-
dren' ·health. If to th~ mildne and alubrity of the climate 
we add other conditions promotive of health we ina-) expect the· 
very best re ults. The c;ollege endeavors to give pecial atten-
tion to the health of the student : The best sanitary conditions 
are maintained about the ·bu1ldings, abundant_ and wholesome 
food is furni hed at the .table, and there i daily phy ·ical exer-
cise in a well-f1,ppointed -gymna ium. · 
If young people who uffer from catarrh or throat troubles 
will spend a few years here during · the growing- perio4 of -life, 
they may expect certain benefit and probable cure~· 
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LIBR.AR.Y. 
The College has a µbrary of about three · tlio~san~ vol-
mnes. It is particularly well furnished wjth histories and ency-
clopedias. It also has much of the best . English poetry and 
:fiction, as well as miscellaneous literature. ·It-is 1mportant that . 
students should lea~ how to· use books-how -to inve~tigate a · 
.-· ~subject by going to a library and consultit~.g t4e proper works 
of reference. The -methods of instruction require much use of 
the library, and it is open daily. 
LITERAR.Y SOCIETIES. 
I 
There are two Literary Societies in the College: The ''De-
mosthenic Society" for gentlemen, and the '·'Frie~ds in Conn-. 
cil'' for ladies._ These societies are under . t~e . guid~nce of a 
member of the Faculty., and afforq. excellent_ training .in writing, 
debate, oratory and parlia~ry law. , · 
CABINET AND LABOR.ATOR.Y. 
. ' 
The instruction in Natural Science is aided by a considera-
ble num.ber of specimens ef minerals, shells, fossils and other 
geological _ formations. There is chemical apparatµs sufficient 
· to make the instruction .in chemistry practical ·and interesting. 
The friends of the institution are planning -an imµiediate en-
~ largement of all facilities for the· pursuit of the physical sciences. 
APPARATUS. · 
The tudy of Astronomy is made , more interesting anJ. 
profitable by a most excellent Clark's telescope of :five -inch ob-
ject glass. Microscopes of large · _magnifying power enable··· 
·students to make original investigation in Botany, . Zool~gy, 
etc . ., and the methods of instruction require constant use of_ the 
instruments. The college has· surveyor's instruments of which 
the students make practica:f use in the·field. In. t~e study of 
Physiology a mounted .skeleton is used for illustration. 
DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS. 
The College_ confers the degree of Bachelor of Arts upon 
graduates of its Classical Course, and the ·degree of Bachelor of 
I ,_ .. 
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Science upon the· graduates of the$cientific Course. · .Graduates 
_ pf the Acaden1ic .c;our· ~ receive ·a dip1om~-- ~e~ifyi:t;1g -their grad-_ . 
uation. 
EXPENS·Es .. ·-_ 
In the school year --there are two term of twelve weeks 
each and one- term. ·of nine weeks. . .. ' 
Expens~s for each of the nrst two te1:Ills are as follows .: 
Tuition in Collegiate Department _ . . -. $18 oo 
Tuition in Preparatory or Academic Department .. .- 12 oo 
Tuition in Si:ib-preparatory ·Department _. 9 oo 
Music (ex_tra), _one hour les~ons twice a week · . 24 oo 
¥usic· (extra), one-half hour lessons twice a: week ' . 12 oo 
Music .(extra) , class les~ons~ three in class, ~wenty m.inutes ~ach . - _ . 9 oo 
Use of piano for practice 3 oo 
Vocal Music 12 oo 
Board for · term 36 :90 - -
Furnished room with light and heat ._ _ _ 12 oo 
Rates for the shorter Spring term, three-fourths o~ the- _above. ·· 
TOTAJ.,.S FOR THE -Y EA_R.. - _. 
Room and. board . _. 
Sub-preparatory Department-tuition, r-oom and board 
Preparatory and Academic Departmen~-luition,_ room· a~d 
.. 
132 oo · 
156 75 -
board . . · . . ·. I65 00 
Collegiate .Department-- tuition, room and bo~rd : . .- _ .18-1 50 
Washing at cost rates. All articles for the .laundry ·must be plainly 
n)arked with owner's µarite. 
·TERM BILLS. 
Term bills must be paid at the -comm~n:cement of each · 
term. · No ~eduction will be made for absence fot .les t~an half. 
a term, ex~ept ·in case of sickne s, and the~ only for board. 
When studel)ts leave before the close of the term, -no deduction 
will ·be made from bills for ~uitiqn or. :r_oom rent: _ 
All per ons boarding in the institution are required to bring 
· two pai~s of he~,. two : pillow cases · two blankets, a comtorter, 
towels and table napkins. They should a~so bring an '-:1~h:ella 
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rubbers and water-proof. · The cottages are furnished with sin-· 
gle beds two rooms usually connecting. 
No students from abroad will be permitted to room or 
board out of the institution except under wholesome family in-
fluences. 
Correspondepce as to expenses will be addressed ~o 
H. HUNTINGTON, Treasurer. 
"No place in Fl9tida is more healthful or more beautiful." 
HENRY B. FOSTER, M. D., 
Clifton Sp1ings, N. Y. 
"It has been my privilege to see much of Rollins Cqllege, and I was 
deeply impressed with the worth of tµ.e work done there, and I do not 
see where, in the Southern tier of States, there is another educational 
institution which might be better made a source of Christian light to all 
that region." 
JULIUS SEEL VE, D. D., LL. 0., 
Ex-President of Amherst College, Mass. 
